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Joint decision-making is a thoroughly collaborative interactional endeavor. To construct
the outcome of the decision-making sequence as a “joint” one necessitates that the
participants constantly negotiate their shared activity, not only with reference to the content
of the decisions to be made, but also with reference to whether, when, and upon what
exactly decisions are to be made in the first place. In this paper, I draw on a dataset of
video-recorded dyadic planning meetings between two church officials as data,
investigating a collection of 35 positive assessments with the Finnish particle ihan
“quite” occurring in response to a proposal (e.g., tää on ihan kiva “this is quite nice”).
The analysis focuses on the embodied delivery of these assessments in combination with
their other features: their sequential location and immediate interactional consequences
(i.e., accounts, decisions, abandoning of the proposal), their auxiliary verbal turn-design
features (i.e., particles), and the “agent” of the proposals that they are responsive to
(i.e., who has made the proposal and whether it is based on some written authoritative
material). Three multimodal action packages are described, in which the assessment
serves 1) to accept an idea in principle, which is combined with no speaker movement, 2)
to concede to a plan, which is associated with notable expressive speaker movement (e.g.,
head gestures, facial expressions) and 3) to establish a joint decision, which is
accompanied by the participants’ synchronous body movements. The paper argues
that the relative decision-implicativeness of these three multimodal action packages is
largely based on the management and distribution of participation and agency between
the two participants, which involves the participants using their bodies to position
themselves toward their co-participants and toward the proposals “in the air” in
distinct ways.
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INTRODUCTION

Multimodal Action Packages and Agency
When people meet to speak with each other, they use multiple
modalities beyond speech, such as eye gaze, gestures, and body
postures (Streeck et al., 2011). Research in multimodal
conversation analysis (e.g., Stivers and Sidnell, 2005;
Deppermann, 2013; Hazel et al., 2014) has thus demonstrated
how bodily practices significantly contribute to social action in
interaction. Following the same agenda, this paper focuses on the
embodied delivery of positive assessments including the Finnish
particle ihan “quite” (see Extract 1 below). It will be argued that,
when produced during joint decision making in response to
proposals, the decision-making implications of such
assessments are based, among other things, on the participants
using their bodies to position themselves toward their co-
participants and toward the matter at hand in distinct ways.

Extract 1
.hhhhh (0.7) se on ihan hyvä

it be PRT good
.hhhhh (0.7) it is quite good

The new focus on the body in research on social interaction
has problematized, not only the logocentric bias in the analysis of
social action (see e.g., Linell, 2005; Mondada, 2006; Erickson,
2010; Streeck et al., 2011; Stevanovic and Monzoni, 2016), but
also the hitherto taken-for-granted analytical boundary between
language and the body (e.g., Keevallik, 2018; Pekarek Doehler,
2019). This new perspective has challenged the formal linguistic
perspective, where grammar has been thought of as a “device for
organizing information in self-contained sentences that
coherently express propositions” (Keevallik, 2018, p. 1), and
instead favored the functional linguistic perspective, which
promotes a more all-encompassing understanding of the
nature of language. From this perspective, bodily resources
have also been seen to constitute grammar in that “they form
conventionalized patterns that can be abstracted and
systematically described together with their social function”
(Keevallik, 2018, p. 2). Thus, for example, in a series of studies
on dance classes, (Keevallik, 2013; Keevallik, 2015; Keevallik,
2017a; Keevallik, 2017b) has shown that an embodied
demonstration may occupy a grammatical and temporal slot
within the emerging syntax and that syntax can be
discontinued at a number of structural positions. As with any
grammar or lexis, the deployment of such practices needs to be
learned within a language community (Keevallik, 2018, p. 2).

The complex formations of the ways in which the verbal
dimension of the participants’ conduct is embedded in the
situated courses of action with material and embodied
elements has been referred to as “multimodal gestalts”
(Mondada, 2014a; Mondada, 2014c; Mondada, 2015), “social
action formats” (see Rauniomaa and Keisanen, 2012), or
“multimodal action packages” (Hayashi, 2005; Goodwin, 2007;
Iwasaki, 2009; Lilja and Piirainen-Marsh, 2019; Pekarek Doehler,
2019; Hofstetter and Keevallik, 2020). An essential feature of such
multimodal formations is that none of their single components

can achieve the given action on its own. In many cases, these
formations become conventional practices for achieving certain
goals within a community or activity. Such conventional practices
include, for example, the striking of the hammer to conclude an
auction sale (Heath and Luff, 2013) or to initiate a move to a next
item in the meeting agenda (Pomerantz and Denvir, 2007),
completing a turn-at-play by placing a token on the game
board (Hofstetter, 2020), or formalizing decisions by writing
them down (Mondada, 2011; Lindholm et al., 2020).

Multimodal action packages have been shown to be sensitive
to complex temporal and material contingencies. While the
notion that action formation depends on the sequential
position and other interactional contingencies is basic to all
conversation analysis, the idea of multimodal action packages
goes further. As Hofstetter and Keevallik (2020) have pointed out,
some aspects of these formations “stretch the conception of
actions as bounded units, instead showing them to be
emergent, multimodal phenomena that appear on prepared
ground”. The idea of the “prepared ground” has also been
referred to as the “local ecology of action” (Mondada, 2014a;
Mondada, 2014b), which is continuously changing and dynamic,
providing the participants with a temporarily available set of
resources to implement a range of social actions. The existence of
and changes in these temporarily available sets of resources often
show in the grammatical choices that participants make when
designing their utterances as actions. For example, in his study on
announcements of massaging procedures during massage
therapy sessions, Nishizaka (2016) showed that the syntactic
forms of these utterances varied relative to the stage of the
ongoing therapy session and the concurrent body movements.
Similarly, De Stefani and Gazin (2014) found that the inclusion of
a verb in a driving teacher’s instructional turn depended on
whether the instruction was provided “early” or “late” in the
driving lesson. Also, in my own studies on teachers’ directives
during children’s musical instrument instruction (Stevanovic,
2017; Stevanovic and Kuusisto, 2019; Stevanovic, 2020), the
use of the Finnish clitic particles −pA and −pAs was found to
be sensitive to the temporal trajectory of the instructional
activities and to the participants’ positioning of their bodies in
the physical space of the room.

In addition to their temporal and material contingencies,
multimodal action packages, I argue, may also be sensitive to
interpersonal concerns. On the one hand, this view draws on the
perspective of functional linguistics, in which social and
interpersonal matters have been seen to motivate the choice of
lexical and syntactic features and thus to be central for
understanding the nature of language (Keevallik, 2018, p. 1).
On the other, such a view aligns with some recent, conversation-
analytically-informed theorizing on action formation (e.g.,
Heritage, 2013; Clayman and Heritage, 2014; Stevanovic and
Peräkylä, 2014; Stevanovic, 2018), which has sought to explicate
systematic linkages between the participants’ publicly observable
features of action design and the basic facets of their momentary
social relations. One interpersonal concern worth considering
from this perspective is the degree of separateness vs.
connectedness, or fission vs. fusion, between the participants
in interaction, with reference to the social action or activity
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underway (Enfield, 2011; Enfield, 2013; Arundale, 2020). A key
issue is the extent to which each participant is an “actor” in that
action (Goffman, 1981) and whether the participants’ agency
roles in relation to each other are symmetrical or asymmetrical in
this respect. In general, speech favors asymmetry in that it
typically involves one speaker at the time inhabiting the action
underway and claiming a “sole entitlement to voice that speech”
(Lerner, 2002, p. 250). In contrast, the bodily dimension of the
participants’ interactional conduct is more flexible in allowing
two or more participants to construct the action underway as
joint (see Stevanovic and Peräkylä, 2015). Such collaborative
aspects of action are highlighted, for example, when
participants in interaction smile and laugh together
(Kangasharju and Nikko, 2009), move as a dancing couple
(Broth and Keevallik, 2014), and synchronize their body sways
during conversational transitions (Stevanovic et al., 2017). In this
paper, the degree of fission vs. fusion in the participants’
moment-by-moment unfolding relation toward each other and
toward the action or activity underway will be considered in the
context of responses to proposals during joint decision-making
interaction.

Joint Decision-Making
Joint decision-making is an integral part of our everyday social
life, pertaining to both our professional activities and our
mundane endeavors with family and friends. As an example,
we may consider couples doing grocery shopping together at the
supermarket (see e.g., De Stefani, 2013), students in a peer group
choosing their next learning activities (Kämäräinen et al., 2020),
and family members together interpreting inkplot images in a
psychological test (Siitonen and Wahlberg, 2015). However,
empirical research on naturally occurring joint decision-
making interaction has shown it to be a complex interactional
endeavor (Bilmes, 1981; Tysoe, 1984; Boden, 1994; Huisman,
2001; Clifton, 2009; Asmuss and Oshima, 2012; Siitonen and
Wahlberg, 2015). It involves the use of multiple resources: syntax,
lexical choices, prosody, body postures, material objects, and
gaze, in and through which the participants manage their level
of participation and the relative distribution of agency during the
different phases of the process in contextually appropriate ways
(Stivers, 2005; Stevanovic, 2012b; De Stefani, 2013; Stevanovic,
2013a; Kushida and Yamakawa, 2015; Stevanovic, 2015;
Stevanovic et al., 2017).

Joint decision-making has been associated with certain,
repeatable social actions that come across as constitutive of
the entire activity. Specifically, drawing on a rich body of
studies in the field of conversation analysis, joint decision-
making interaction may be described with reference to
sequences of proposals and responses (for a recent review, see

Weiste et al., 2020). Essentially, it is through the recipients’
subsequent responses to proposals that joint decisions may
emerge. In line with the classic findings on preference
structure (Davidson, 1984; Pomerantz, 1984), Houtkoop
(1987) showed that rejections of proposals are often delayed,
whereas accepting responses to proposals are typically done
straightaway. However, responses to proposals vary a lot,
ranging from acceptances, through demur to complete
disregard, while explicit rejections may come across as
relatively rare. From this perspective, Stevanovic (2012a)
suggested that joint decisions emerge when the recipients’
responses to proposals contain three components. First, the
recipient claims understanding of what the proposal is about
(access). Second, he or she indicates that the proposed plan is
feasible (agreement). And third, he or she demonstrates
willingness to treat the proposed plan as binding
(commitment). If the recipient abandons the sequence before
providing all these components, the proposal is de facto rejected,
without the recipient needing to produce an explicit rejection of
the proposal.

In addition to the three above-mentioned components, the
emergence of joint decisions has also been associated with the
coordinated use of other resources such as prosodic salience
(Stevanovic, 2012b), matching of body sway and pitch register
(Stevanovic et al., 2017), and material artifacts and writing
(Lindholm et al., 2020). While reciprocal exchanges of explicit
verbal commitment to a new decision (e.g., “Let’s do it!”)
constitutes a common way to mark the emergence of a new
decision, other resources are regularly needed to bring the joint
decision-making activity effectively to a close (Stevanovic,
2012b). As I will argue in this paper, this is even more clearly
so, when the verbal content of the accepting proposal response is
more ambiguous, as is the case when the response consists of an
utterance in the form of a positive assessments including the
Finnish particle ihan “quite”.

Positive Assessments With the Finnish
Particle Ihan “Quite” as Responses to
Proposals
Social activities involve people routinely making assessments
(Pomerantz, 1984, p. 57). According to Goodwin and
Goodwin (1987), assessments are about “evaluating in some
fashion persons and events being described within their talk”
(p. 6) and they involve “an actor taking up a position toward the
phenomena being assessed” (p. 9). In Finnish, assessments follow
by and large the same syntactic form as in English (Tainio, 1996,
p. 85). Rauniomaa (2007) has described Finnish assessments as
including the following components: a particular referent to be

FIGURE 1 | The syntactic form of assessments in Finnish (from Rauniomaa 2007, p. 226).
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assessed (third-person pronoun), a verb or a verb-like word that
links the referent to the assessment (copula), and an evaluation of
the referent (assessment term), which may be preceded by a
scaling device that intensifies or weakens the assessment
(adverbial intensifier) (see Figure 1).

Positive assessments involve a favorable evaluation of the
assessable. In addition, positive assessments may also convey a
deontic stance, such “deontic assessments” being frequent in
response to utterances that formulate a future course of action
involving both participants (Seuren, 2018). However, it is
specifically in relation to their deontic nature that positive
assessments are linguistically underdetermined: the overall
tone of the assessment may be clearly positive but all the
interactional, social, and practical consequences of the
assessment for the participants may need to be inferred from
the context (Stevanovic, 2012a). As I will show in this paper, this
is the case especially in the context of informal planningmeetings,
where a positive assessment in response to a proposal may well
indicate both access to the content of the proposal and agreement
with the in-principle feasibility of the idea, but not necessarily any
commitment to future action.

In this paper, I will analyze positive assessments including the
Finnish particle ihan produced in response to a proposal. Finnish
is typologically a “particle language”, where a rich set of particles
may be used to guide recipients’ inferences of what the speakers
are momentarily up to, without the particles actually altering the
propositional content of the clause (Koivisto, 2016). In the above-
depicted syntactic form of Finnish assessments, the place of the
adverbial intensifier is commonly inhabited by the particle ihan,
which has been classified as an intensity particle (Hakulinen et al.,
2004, p. 814). However, as a scaling device that either intensifies
or weakens the assessment, ihan has two different functions
depending on the subsequent adjective1 whose intensity it
modifies. In the context of a negative assessment, such as se
on ihan perseestä “it is IHAN bollocks”, the particle ihan generally
intensifies the assessment and thus translates as “really”. In
contrast, in the context of positive assessments, the situation is
more complex. In many positive assessments such as se on ihan
hyvä “it is IHAN good”, which this paper focuses on, the particle
ihan weakens.2 the intensity of the subsequent adjective and may
be best translated as “quite”.3

According to Hakulinen and colleagues (2004, p. 815), ihan
may be used to relate the following adjective or another type of
assessment term to some contrasting feature arising from the
context. As part of positive assessments produced in responses to
proposals, many contrasting contextual features are thinkable.

For example, such features could involve the ideas 1) that the
proposed idea is good enough, even if others may have thought
otherwise, 2) that the proposed idea is good enough, because
better solutions to the current problemmay not be available to the
participants, and 3) that the proposed idea sounds good even if
the speaker has no say in its realization or is reluctant to consider
the idea in detail. In all cases, ihan weakens the positively
evaluative aspect of the assessment, without yet excluding the
possibility that a proposed idea may still be worthy of a decision.
Furthermore, in some cases, the particle ihan also adds to the
positive assessment a “fatalistic” flavor, conveying that the
proposed idea must do, given the current circumstances (cf.
on “fatalistic” prosody, see Stevanovic 2012b). Thus, as verbal
constructions, positive ihan assessments may imply the
emergence of a joint decision but this interpretation or
outcome is not inevitable.

Research Questions
Given the ambiguity of positive assessments including the
Finnish particle ihan “quite” as responses to proposals, in this
study, I investigate the participants’ bodily behaviors and other
behavioral and contextual features that accompany the delivery of
these assessments, considering the preconditions and the
interactional consequences of the assessments in each case. My
investigation is guided by the following research questions:

(1) What types of “multimodal action packages” may be
associated with the delivery of the positive ihan
assessments as a response to proposals?

(2) How can we account for the role of the bodily behavioral
components in these multimodal action packages?

DATA AND METHOD

My data consist of fifteen video-recorded planning meetings,
where pastors and cantors discuss and make decisions
concerning their joint work tasks. Although pastors and
cantors have their own territories of knowledge and
expertize, the precise distribution of the deontic rights
between them mostly cannot be assumed a priori–except,
perhaps, for the content of the sermon (the pastor’s domain)
and the choice of the organ postlude (the cantor’s domain). This
means that any symmetrical distribution of deontic rights
between the participants is interactionally achieved, as
proposals are transformed into joint decisions. In addition to
proposals, planning meetings also involve discussion about
plans made earlier by one of the participants. Although there
are plans that may be realized without the co-worker approving
them, the participants may still sometimes want to share them,
for example, for the purposes of affiliation (see e.g., Stevanovic
and Peräkylä, 2014, pp. 198–200).

The data were collected in seven congregations in the regions
of several bishoprics of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
Finland during the spring of 2008 (for a more detailed
description of the data set, see Stevanovic, 2013b). The data
were transcribed according to the conventions developed by Gail

1The particle ihan can also be used as an intensifier in combination words other
than adjectives, for example, before verbs (Minä ihan liikutuin “I was IHAN
moved”) and nouns (Taidatkin olla ihan lintumiehiä “You seem to be IHAN a
birdwatcher”; Hakulinen et al., 2004, p. 815).
2There are also several positive adjectives (e.g., mahtava “terrific”) that may be
intensified by a preceding ihan, but positive assessments with these particular
adjectives have been excluded from this study.
3The accuracy of the English translation of ihan as “quite” depends on the variety of
English. The translation works best from the perspectives of those varieties where
“quite” weakens the quality of the subsequent adjective.
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Jefferson (Schegloff, 2007, 265–269; see Supplementary
Appendix A1), and analyzed with conversation analysis
(Heritage, 1984; Schegloff, 2007). The data extracts analyzed in
this paper were additionally glossed verbatim in English (see
Supplementary Appendix A2).

While there are about 300 proposal sequences in these data,
this paper focuses on the sub-collection of these sequences that
involve a positive assessment with the particle ihan as a response
to a proposal. In these positive assessments (N � 35), the particle
ihan is placed as an adverbial intensifier before the assessment
term, as shown in Figure 1 above. The assessment term may be
either an adjective or a noun phrase involving an adjective.

My analysis proceeded through three phases. First, I asked
about the nature of the proposal that the positive ihan assessment
was responsive to: How was the proposal sequentially placed in
relation to a possibly emerging decision? Was it genuinely about
suggesting joint decision-making on some matter or was it more
like a request for the recipient to confirm the reception of a decision
made unilaterally by the speaker? Second, I analyzed the
participants’ embodied conduct during the delivery of the
positive ihan assessment: What types of body movements were
the participants engaged in?Were both participants moving or was
it either the proposer or the proposal recipient? Finally, I brough
the outcomes from these two phases of investigation to bear on one
another and identified three multimodal action packages that
seemed to serve distinct functions in response to proposals.

ANALYSIS

In this section, I will describe the three multimodal action
packages surrounding the delivery of positive ihan
assessments in response to proposals. In the first package,
the assessment is used to accept an idea in principle, without
the assessment leading to a decision. In the second package,
the assessment serves as a way for the speaker to concede to
an idea that the co-participant has already decided upon. In
the third package, the participants display joint commitment
to a new decision and bring the sequence collaboratively to a
close. In what follows next, I will discuss these three packages
one at a time.

Accepting an Idea in Principle
As pointed out above, joint decisions emerge when the recipients’
responses to proposals involve a claim of understanding of
what the proposal is about (access), an indication that the
proposed plan is feasible (agreement), and a demonstration of
willingness to treat the decision as binding (commitment),
while the sequence can be abandoned before these
components have been provided (Stevanovic, 2012a). This
outcome seems to be the case in the two cases analyzed below.
In these instances, the proposal recipient offers a positive
assessment of the proposed idea, such in-principle
acceptance of the idea serving to indicate access and
agreement, but not commitment.

In Extract 2, a pastor (p) and a cantor (C) are trying to select
hymns for a mass. The participants have previously brought up

several hymns as viable options and at the beginning of the extract
the cantor makes yet another proposal by referring to a possible
hymn by name (line 1). This is followed by the pastor’s positive
evaluation of the hymn (line 2).

Extract 2
01 C: Päivä vain ja hetki kerrallansa

HymnName
Day by Day and With Each Passing Moment

02 P: >se on kyllä ihan hyv{ä, (0.8) ihan hyvä alkuvirsi että?
{Frame 1

it be PRT PRT good PRT good opening.hymn PRT.
it is certainly quite good, (0.8) quite a good opening hymn

03 (1.0) {(1.0)
{Frame 2
↑_↑
((C drops her gaze.))

04 C: .thh sitte tuolla on tämmönen Nyt kiitän riemuiten
PRT there be this.kind.of HymnName

.thh then there is this kind of Now thank we all our god
05 tommonen aika,4 (0.4) valoisa (2.0) #alkuvirsi täällä myös#,

that.kind.of quite bright opening.hymn here also.
that kind of quite, (0.4) bright (2.0) an opening hymn here too.

In this context, the cantor’s initiating turn (line 1) may be heard as
a proposal for a hymn to be sung in the mass and, in his responsive
turn, also the pastor seems to treat it as such. In the first part of his
responsive turn, the adverbial intensifier ihan is preceded by the
particle kyllä “certainly”, which conveys its speaker’s knowledgeable
status (Keevallik and Hakulinen, 2018), and it is followed by the
adjective hyvä “good”, which marks the assessment as a positive one.
After a silence, however, the pastor augments the assessment term to
include, besides the adjective hyvä “good”, also the noun alkuvirsi
“opening hymn”. The ensuing noun phrase (“a good opening hymn”)
not only assesses the hymnbut also specifies its placement in themass.
In so doing, the pastor underlines the decision-making relevance of
his action, as it is typical to select hymns in the chronological order in
which they are sung in the mass. The decision-making relevance is
further emphasized by the turn-final particle että, which is typically
used to leave some aspect of the turn implicit and to invite the
recipient to deal with that implication (Koivisto, 2014). Thus, in this
case, a conclusion arises that the hymn is good enough for the present

4Although the word aika may here be best translated as “quite” and it occurs in a
context very similar to the target phenomenon of this study, I am not making any
claims about the use of aika in positive assessment, let alone suggesting
interchangeability between aika and ihan.
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purposes and thus worth choosing. However, these cues seem not to
be enough to establish a decision and bring the sequence to a close.
Instead, a 2 s-long silence ensues (line 3). Thereafter, the cantor breaks
the silence by producing a positive assessment of another possible
opening hymn (lines 4–5), thus abandoning her previous proposal
and replacing it by making a new one.

As for the participants embodied behaviors during the extract, the
cantor first keeps on looking at the pastor (Frame 1) but drops her
gaze in the middle of the 2 s silence that follows the pastor’s positive
ihan assessment turn (Frame 2). During the sequence, the cantor is
also producing small hand gestures, thus displaying engagement in
the current talk (see Frames 1 and 2). This is where the pastor’s
behavior is in stark contrast to that of the cantor: he is physically
completely still. During his positive ihanassessment turn, he looks at
the cantor, but produces no head or hand movements and no
observable changes of facial expression (Frames 1 and 2). All this
contributes to the interpretation of the pastor’s behavior as accepting
the cantor’s proposal in principle while simultaneously conveying
that no final decision has been reached.

Extract 3 is from the end of a different meeting where a pastor (p)
and a cantor (C) have been planning activities for school
children–more specifically a church event to be realized at the end
of the spring semester, which is approaching in a month. Just
previously, however, the cantor has started describing her proposal
for a Christmas play that they could prepare for the school children at
the end of the year. The beginning of the extract shows the final part of
the cantor’s longdescription (lines 1, 2, and 4) and the pastor’s response
to it, which involves three minimal responses (lines 3, 5, and 7) and a
positive ihan assessment (line 7).

Extract 3
01 C: ja sieltä sitten paimenet ja, hh joku

and from.there PRT shepherd-PL and some
and from there then the shepherds and, hh some

02 laulu missä on paimenet niin,
song where be shepherd-PL PRT
song where the shepherds are like,

03 P: mm.
PRT
mm.

04 C: palautuis nää ↑joululaulut [sit,]
recover-COND these Christmas.song-PL PRT
one would get reminded of these Christmas songs then,

05 P: [mm, ]
PRT
mm,

06 (.)
07P: >m{m, (.) [tää on iha5 hyvä ide{a.]

{Frame 1 {Frame 2
PRT this be PRT good idea
mm (.) this is quite a good idea.

09 C: [ja luokka kiertäis ] näissä.
and class circulate-COND in.these
and the classroom would circulate in these

10 kaikki tapahtus aina, h .h eri huoneissa
all happen-COND always different room-PL-INE
everything would happen always, h.h in different rooms
((11–23 lines removed, during which C elaborates her idea.]]

24 C: .h meillä on usein hirveen isotöisiä #ollu nämä
we-ADE be often terribly laborious-PL-PAR be-PPC these

.h we have often had these as very laboirous
25 että on sitte kaikki näyttelijät#, .hhh #o::ll:uj ja:#,

PRT be PRT all actor-PL be-PPC and
so that then there have been all actors

26 (0.5)
27 C: mut että, (0.7) mut et ihan ninku tän tyyppinen,

but PRT but PRT PRT PRT this-GEN type.of
but that, (0.7) but that just like this type of (thing),

28 P: mm-m, (.) mm-m,
PRT PRT
mhm, (.) mhm,

29 (.)
30 P: si[tä täytyy ruve]ta syksyllä sitt[e,]

it-PAR must start autumn-ADE PRT
then in the autumn one must start,

31 C: [tän tyyppinen, ] [↑n]ii,
this-GEN this.of
this type of (thing), ↑yeah,

32 (0.8)
33 P: sy[ksyllä kehittää],

autumn-ADE develop-INF
in the autumn to develop

34 C: [tuli vaan yht]enä tuota, (1.2) ↑iltana mieleen
come-PST PRT one-ESS PRT evening-ESS mind-ILL
it just occurred to me, (1.2) one night

35 tuommonen tuot[a,]
that.kind.of PRT
that kind of (an idea) uh

36 P: [kh] kh joo. �
PRT

kh kh yeah.�
37 C: � joo.

PRT
� yeah.

38 (.)
39 C: mutta ↑kiitos[::]

but thank.you
but thank you,

40 P: [no] ni,
PRT PRT
okay,

41 C: �oikein paljon ni oli:,
very much PRT be-PST

�very much so it was:,
42 (0.4)
43 P: ↓palaamme,

come.back-PL1
we’ll come back (to this),

The pastor’s positive ihan assessment (line 7) may be heard as
an invitation to bring the sequence toward a closure. The cantor,5This is a form of ihan in which the final “n” is inaudible.
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however, does not finish, but instead, in overlap with the pastor’s
assessment, continues her detailed Christmas play description
(lines 9–23; lines 11–23 not shown in the transcript). Thereafter,
the cantor provides an assessment of the previous Christmas
plays having been “laborious” (lines 24–25), thus implying
that her current idea would be different in this respect and
therefore worthwhile. Notably, however, the pastor does not
respond when given a slot to do so (see the cantor’s stretched
turn final syllables in line 25 and the silence in line 26).
Finally, the cantor wraps up her description with a
summarizing utterance (mut et ihan ninku tän tyyppinen
“but that just like this type of (thing)”, lines 27 and 31), which
the pastor receives first with minimal response tokens (line
28) and then with a more substantial response (lines 30 and
33). The pastor’s more substantial response does not,
however, include any explicit assessment of the cantor’s
idea. Instead, it makes a blunt appeal to postpone further
discussion on the topic until the autumn. The cantor
responds by accounting for her sudden motivation to
discuss Christmas play issues (line 34–35) and
brings—together with the pastor—not only the sequence
but also the entire meeting to a close (lines 39–43).

During the pastor’s positive ihan assessment turn, the cantor
carries on with her telling in overlap with the pastor, being
continuously engaged with the pastor through her gaze and
gestures (see Frames 1 and 2). The pastor, in contrast, is
physically completely still, just like his colleague in Extract 2. He
looks at the cantor but produces his positive ihan assessment turn
with no head or handmovements and no observable changes of facial
expression.

In sum, the positive ihan assessment turns in Extracts 2 and 3
shared the following features: 1) they were provided in
response to proposals with observable decision-making
implications, 2) they were produced with no body
movement by the speaker, 3) they conveyed the speaker’s
acceptance of the proposal in principle but were followed by
the participants circumventing joint decision-making either
by abandoning the proposal or postponing the decision-
making to the future.

Conceding to a Plan
Proposals for future action may sometimes be produced in ways
that do not genuinely invite joint decision-making about its
details (see e.g., Stevanovic et al., 2020). Instead, the speaker
implies that a decision has already been made, either unilaterally
by the speaker or collaboratively by a group of people that
includes the proposal speaker but excludes the recipient. The
proposal speaker nonetheless offers his or her plan for the
recipient to acknowledge or confirm, thus seeking to establish

some “symmetry of deontic rights” (e.g., Stevanovic, 2013a)
between the participants. This is another interactional
environment where response to proposals in the form of
positive ihan assessments occur in my data. As I will argue
below, in these instances, the recipient not only acknowledges
a new piece of information as received, but also concedes to a
previously established plan with specific displays of agency
comparable to ones described in earlier literature (see e.g.,
Kent, 2012; Stevanovic and Peräkylä, 2012; Ekberg and
LeCouteur, 2015; Stevanovic and Monzoni, 2016; Keevallik,
2017a; Ekberg and LeCouteur, 2020).

In Extract 4, a pastor (p) and a cantor (C) are discussing a
singing event. At the beginning of the extract, the cantor tells the
pastor about an idea that she has previously agreed on with some
other church workers and which concerns the entire series of
singing events that she is organizing (lines 1–3, and 5). Although
the pastor will only be visiting one of these events to give a
devotional speech and his approval is thus not necessary for the
realization of the idea, the cantor nonetheless asks the pastor’s
opinion about it (line 5).

Extract 4
01 C: me on ajateltu sellasta et niis ois semmoset

we be think-PPPC that.kind-PAR PRT they-INE be-
COND that.kind-PL
then we have been thinking that uhm,.hhh there would be
the kind of

02 teemanime:t että tuot#a: esimerkiks# (.)#mä oksalla ylimmällä
theme.name-PL PRT PRT for.example SongName
theme names so that uhm for example (.) Sitting on the Top
Branch

03 yhden ja#, (0.5) ja tota joku onnelliset ja näin, .hh[h ni]in
one-GEN and and PRT some SongName and like.this PRT
for one and (0.5) and uhm like The Happy and like this, .hhh so

04 P: [joo.]
PRT
yea.

05 C: tämmöset ninku teemat.�mitä mieltä oot siitä h.
this.kind-PL PRT theme-PL what mind-PAR be-2 it-PAR
these kinds of themes.�what is your opinion about it.

06 (0.3)
07 P: −> {.hhh no se on ihan {hyvä [joo.

{Frame 1 {Frame 2
PRT it be PRT good PRT

↑__________↑
((raises his eye brows and turns his head and gaze away
from C))
.mnh well it is quite good yeah.

08 C: [niin se tällai
PRT it like.this
so that it will

09 ninku ikäänku houkuttelee e:hkä: vielä: e-
PRT as.if entice perhaps still

↑___↑
((P returns his gaze back to C.))

kind of like entices perhaps still m-
10 P: >se taval[laan antaa sen,]<
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it in.a.way give it-GEN
>it in a way gives the,<

11 C: [ihmisiä enemmän] ninku semmosta,
people-PAR more PRT that.kind.of
more people like the kind of,

12 P: se tavallaan antaa sille puheellekkin sitten, (0.8) sisällön
it in.a.way give for.it talk-ALL-CLI PRT content-GEN
it in a way gives for the speech then, (0.8) the content

13 ninku valmiiks et [tietää m]istä lähtee kehittä[ä,]
PRT ready-TRA PRT know-INF from.where start develop-INF
already so that one knows from where to start develo[ping,

14 C: [↑nii:. ] [joo.]
PRT PRT
yea:h yea.

15 C: kyllä, .h[hh
PRT
yes,.hhh

16 P: [sitä alku,
it-PAR beginning
the beginning,

17 C: e[li,
PRT
so,

18 P: [juttua,
thing-PAR
thing,

The pastor responds to the cantor’s plan description by
producing a positive ihan assessment turn (line 5), in which the
turn-initial particle no “well” stresses its concessive character (see
Vepsäläinen, 2019) and the turn-final joo indicates readiness for

sequence closure (Hakulinen, 2001, p. 7). During the turn the
pastor raises his eyebrows and turns his head and gaze away from
the cantor (see Frames 1 and 2), thus producing a public
performance of “doing thinking” (Brouwer, 2003, p. 540).
Subsequently, the cantor accounts for the plan (lines 8, 9, and
11), which is accompanied by the pastor providing yet another
account for the reasonability of the plan (lines 10, 12–13, 16, and
18). All in all, the pastor seems not only to be acknowledging some
new piece of information as received, but he is also actively engaged
in displaying some “ownership of the decision” (Clifton, 2009).

In Extract 5, a pastor (p) and a cantor (C) are talking about a
confirmation school that they are soon going to teach. At the
beginning of the extract, the pastor tells the cantor about his plan
for the event, which would involve them singing hymns together

with the children (lines 1, 4, and 6). While it is certainly polite to
tell the cantor about such plans in this type of a meeting, in
principle, such a plan could have been realized anyway—by
simply announcing the hymns in the confirmation school.

Extract 5
01 P: .hhhh ni (.) laulettas pari virttä hh,

PRT sing-PASS-COND couple hymn-PAR
.hhhh so (.) a couple of hymns would be sung,

02 (0.3)
03 C: joo.�

PRT
yeah.�

04 P: �mit-mit- [mitk]ä mitkä on ninku
which-PL which-PL be PRT
�whi-whi- which which are like

05 C: [joo.]
PRT
yeah.

06 P: seuraavan päivän virsiä.
next-GEN day-GEN hymn-PL-PAR
the hymns of the following day.

07 (0.3)
08 C: ↑joo.

PRT
↑yeah.

09 (0.3)
10 C: siis ↑kyllä (.) koska itseasiassa ku tää on nii, PRT PRT
because actually because this be PRT

I mean ↑yes (.) because actually because this is so,
11 (0.4). hhh ↑tavallaa lyhyt hh (0.9) ↑sessio niin sitä

in.a.way short session PRT it-PAR
(0.4). hhh in a way a short (0.9) session so that

12 ↑virsipuolta mul on ollu joskus aika ↑v:aik#ee:#
hymn-side-PAR SG1-ADE be be-PPC sometimes quite
difficult
the hymn side has sometimes been quite difficult for me

13 m:ahduttaa siihen ni,
squeeze-INF in.it PRT
to squeeze in into it,

14 −> .hhhhh (0.4) (0.3) {[se on] ihan {hyv{ä
{Frame 1 {Frame 2
{Frame 3
it be PRT good
↑_________↑ ↑_____↑
((hand gesture)) ((head shake))
.hhhhh (0.4) (0.3) it is quite good

15 P: [(−) ]
16 C: ja sit mä aattelin et senhän vois tehä niinkin et

and PRT SG1 think-PST-1 PRT it-GEN-CLI could do-INF
also.like PRT
and then I thought that it could also be done in the way that

The cantor conveys acceptance of the pastor’s plan with several
“yeah” and “yes” tokens (lines 3, 5, and 8). Thereafter, she produces an
account that highlights the virtues of the plan (lines 10–13), the turn-
initial siis “I mean” framing the turn as a specification of her initial
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acceptance. On this basis the cantor ends up concluding that the plan is
ihan hyvä “quite good”, while the long and audible inbreath and a silence
before the assessment adds a concessive flavor to it (line 14). The
production of the assessment is accompanied by the cantor’s hand
gesture (Frame 1) and an affective head shake (cf. Goodwin, 1980), in
which she first turns her head away from the pastor (Frame 2) and then
immediately back (Frame 3). Thereafter, the cantor introduces a new
idea based on the pastor’s plan (line 16), thus implicitly claiming partial
ownership of it.

Hence, the positive ihan assessment turns inExtracts 4 and5 involved
the following common features: 1) they were provided in response to
proposals with less obvious joint decision-making implications, 2) they
were accompanied by turn-design features underlining their concessive
character, 3) they were associated with notable body movement by the
speaker, and 4) they were surrounded by the speaker extensively
accounting for the reasonability of his or her co-participant’s already-
madeplan,which served tounderscore the speaker’s agency in the face of
his or her consent.

Establishing a Joint Decision
Finally, there are positive ihan assessment turns that
effectively lead to the participants establishing a joint
decision in the here and now of the encounter. As I will
argue below, this outcome is enabled by the deployment of a
variety of resources that, not only emphasize the decision-
making relevance and deontic nature of the assessment (see
Seuren, 2018), but also underline and work to construct a
shared distribution of agency and symmetry between the two
participants with regard to their deontic rights and
ownership of the emerging decision. In my collection, such
symmetry is most evident in cases where the “source” of the
proposal under consideration is neither of the participants
alone, but it is based on a document (e.g., Church Manual) or
suggested by a person or an instance external to the
encounter.

In Extract 6, a pastor (p) and a cantor (C) are discussing a
potential hymn for the following Sunday’s mass, which has been
proposed by another pastor who is not present at the meeting.
Previously, the cantor has read out loud the lyrics of the hymn,
the end of the reading showing at the beginning of the extract
(line 1). This leads to the cantor concluding that the hymn is ihan
hyvä “quite good” (line 5).

Extract 6
01 C: käytä armovoimassa,

HymnLyrics
use in the power of grace,

02 (0.3)
03 P: mm-m,

PRT
mhm

04 (0.2)
05 C: −> {↑no ni (.) se o ↑hy[vä{ ] se o ihan hyvä {si[ihe.]

{Frame 1 {Frame 2 {Frame 3
PRT PRT it be good it be PRT good it-ILL
↑____↑
((raises her gaze from the hymnal))
↑_________________________________↑
((C and P lean backwards.))
okay (.) it is good (.) it is quite good there

06 P: [hyvä] [joo,]
good PRT
good yeah,

07 C: joo,
PRT
yeah,

08 (0.4)
09 P: sitten, hh

PRT
then, hh

The matter that the origins of the proposal lie outside the current
encounter allows the participants to position themselves relatively
symmetrically in relation to each other, as regards the “ownership” of
theproposal. This symmetricity is further facilitatedby the cantor reading
out loud the hymn lyrics (line 1),whereby she creates shared access to the
detailed content of the proposal. The shared access is established by the
pastor acknowledging the receipt of the cantor’s reading with a minimal
response token (line 3).

The cantor’s subsequent assessment of the hymn (line 5) is
both deontically conclusive.6 and indicative of a shared
distribution of participant agency. The deontic conclusiveness
is highlighted by the cantor prefacing the assessment with a
particle chain no ni.7, whichmay be best translated as “okay”. The
shared distribution of agency again is visible in two aspects of the
participants’ conduct: First, the pastor participates in the cantor’s
positive ihan assessment by stating “good” and “yeah” (line 6) in

6By “deontic conclusiveness” I refer to a display of deontic rights by the way of
implementing an action (e.g., formulating a decision) that is combined with an
initiative to conclude the participants’ current sequence or activity.
7The particle chain no ni has various usages, but one that is relevant for the present
considerations is the launching of a transition from one conversational phase to a
next (Raevaara, 1989, p. 149). The particle chain may be found, for example, at the
beginning of turns suggesting a closure of a telephone call (see e.g., Sorjonen 2001,
p. 205). Translating no ni as “okay” is based on the common cross-language usage
of “okay” as a marker of transition and closure (Mondada and Sorjonen, 2021).
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overlap with the cantor. Second, during the cantor’s assessment
turn the two participants lean backwards in perfect synchrony. In
this context, the movement seems to signal joint understanding of
a transition from a previous joint decision-making sequence to a
new one (Stevanovic et al., 2017). A new sequence is indeed
launched right after this, as shown at the end of the extract
(line 9).

In Extract 7, the same participants are discussing another
hymn, which has also been suggested by a pastor external to the
current encounter. At the beginning of the extract, the cantor
comments on the melody of the hymn (lines 1–2), which is
followed by a silence (line 3), affirmative response token “yeah”
(line 4), a particle chain no ni “okay” (line 6), and a positive
assessment with the particle ihan (line 6). The pastor remains
silent throughout the extract.

Extract 7
01 C: tää o > kans semmonen < keveempi toisinto,

this be also kind.of light-COMP variant
this is also the kind of lighter variant,

02 (0.3) Pohjanmaalta.
FinnishCounty-ABL
from Pohjanmaa.

03 (1.9)
04 C: joo.

PRT
yeah.

05 (.)
06 C: −> {no ni? {(.) se on ihan ooko{o.

{Frame 1 {Frame 2 {Frame 3
PRT PRT it be PRT okay
↑______↑
((raises her gaze))
↑_____↑
((P raises her gaze.))
↑__________________↑
((P and C straighten their torso.))
okay (.) it is quite okay.

07 .hhhh mut ↑sit tota noin ninku (.)
PRT PRT PRT PRT PRT
but then uhm

08 tos kun kirkkokuoro mukana
there because church.choir with
because the church choir is there

Also in this case, the cantor’s positive ihan assessment turn is
preceded by her establishing shared access to the matter at hand
(lines 1–2) and highlighting the deontic conclusiveness of the
assessment by prefacing it with “yeah” (line 4) and “okay” (line 6).
Likewise, the production of the assessment turn is accompanied
with remarkably synchronous body movements by the two
participants: after the cantor’s particle chain no ni “okay” both
participants, who have previously been looking down at their
hymnals (Frame 1), straighten their torsos, raise their heads, and
gaze upward (Frames 2 and 3), which is followed by the cantor
launching a new sequence (lines 7–8). Thus, even though the
pastor does not say anything during the end phase of this joint

decision-making sequence, her embodied behavior, which is
carefully coordinated with that of the cantor, marks the
emergence of the decision as a collaborative achievement.

Extract 8, which is drawn from another meeting with a
different set of participants, follows a similar pattern. In this
case, a pastor (p) and a cantor (C) are discussing a specific
proposal for an opening hymn for the next Sunday’s mass,
which has been provided by the Church Manual. Similar to
Extracts 6 and 7, also this case is characterized by a shared
orientation to access, which is here established by the cantor
singing the hymn (lines 1–2). Subsequently, the cantor provides
two different positive ihan assessments of the hymn (lines 3 and
6). However, unlike in Extracts 6 and 7, the “particle display” of
deontic conclusiveness of the assessment is not signaled by the
cantor but by the pastor (line 5), who produces a long-stretched
states no niin “okay” after the cantor’s first positive ihan
assessment.

Extract 8
01 C: ♫nyt kiitän riemuite::n niin sy:dämin kuin kie::lin

HymnLyrics
now I rejoice gratefully in my heart and through my tongue

02 hän kuulee minua: ja kutsuu pojassaan♫
HymnLyrics
he hears me and calls me through his son

03 −> tää on ihan kiva.
this be PRT nice
this is quite nice.

04 (0.5)
05P: ↑no ↓ni[i::::::::n. ]

PRT PRT
okay
↑______↑
((P and C start to move the arms of their writing hands.))

06 C: −> [{se on ihan reipas{o]tteista (0.4) {virrevveisuuta.
{Frame 1 {Frame 2 {Frame 3
it be PRT lively PAR hymn.singing-PAR
↑___________________________________↑
((C starts writing.))
↑_________________________↑
((P starts writing.))
it is quite lively (0.4) hymn singing
07 (2.6)

08 C: .h katotaan nyt sit
see-PASS PRT PRT
now let’s see if

As in Extracts 6 and 7, the participants engage in a joint
display of understanding that a decision is established and that
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the sequence should be ended. Also in this case, the participants’
synchronous body movements are a key component of this
shared orientation. Here, the pastor’s noni “okay” (line 5) is
accompanied by both participants starting to move their writing
hands. Thereafter, during the cantor’s second positive ihan
assessment turn (line 6), the participants lower their head
and torso (Frames 1 and 2) and start writing (Frame 3).

After a silence (line 7), the cantor launches a new sequence
(line 8), thus finalizing the transition in a way analogous to
Extracts 7 and 8.

In sum, the positive ihan assessment turns in Extracts 6–8
shared the following features: 1) they were provided in response
to proposals toward which the participants were positioned
relatively symmetrically to begin with, 2) they were prefaced
with lexical markings of deontic conclusiveness (e.g., particle
chain no ni “okay”), 3) they were produced with both
participants engaging in body movements that exhibited a
high degree of synchronicity, and 4) they were followed by a
sequential closure and a transition to a new sequence, which in
this context serve to indicate that a new, joint decision has been
established.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, I have analyzed responses to proposals in the form
of positive assessments with the Finnish particle ihan “quite”,
mapping out their interactional functions in informal planning
meetings between two church officials. The analysis focused on
the use of these assessments in combination with other features
of their delivery: the “origins” of the proposals that they are
responsive to (i.e., a person or an instance internal vs. external to
the encounter), their sequential location and immediate
interactional consequences (i.e., accounts, decisions,
abandoning of the proposal), their auxiliary verbal turn-
design features (i.e., particles), and the participants’ bodily
conduct during them (e.g., movements of hands and upper
body, gaze, head gestures, facial expressions, degree of
synchronicity of movement). As a result, three multimodal
action packages were described. First, some positive ihan
assessments were shown to be able to serve the mere “in-
principle” acceptance of an idea, in which case the
assessments were produced with no body movement by the
speaker. Second, other positive ihan assessments seemed to
convey concession to an already-made plan, in which case
the assessments were accompanied with turn-design features
underlining their concessive character, surrounded by the
speaker extensively accounting for the reasonability of the

idea, and associated with notable expressive body movement
by the speaker. Third, and finally, there were positive ihan
assessments in the data that served the establishing of a joint
decision. In these instances, the assessments were provided in
response to proposals toward which the participants were
positioned relatively symmetrically to begin with, while the
assessment turns were prefaced with lexical markings of
deontic conclusiveness (i.e., no ni “okay”) and produced with
both participants’ body movements exhibiting a high degree of
synchronicity.

These results indicate that establishing joint decisions is
essentially a matter of the successful coordination of
sequential transitions. The participants need to have a
common understanding when a decision has been reached
and bring the sequence coordinately to a close, which may
involve physical movements of the body. In this respect, the
present findings are consistent with the ones from previous
conversation-analytic studies, which have generally
associated postural change with sequence closure (e.g.,
Schegloff, 1998; Li, 2014; Mondada, 2015). However, one
might argue that managing a successful sequential
transition is of specific importance for participants engaged
in joint decision-making interaction. To launch a new
sequence at a point at which the recipient has not yet
assessed the content of the proposed idea is to establish a
unilateral decision, while refraining from actively forwarding
the interaction toward a decision is to reject a decision de facto
(Stevanovic, 2012a). Thus, to establish a genuinely joint
decision may call for what Enfield (2013) has referred to as
the “the fusion, or unifying, of agency across and among
individuals” (p. 104). This fusion, as has been specifically
shown in this paper, may manifest as a high level of
synchronicity in the participants’ body movements. In this
respect, the findings of this paper are in line with a previous
conversation-analytically informed movement-capture study
on joint decision-making by myself and my colleagues
(Stevanovic et al., 2017), in which we found that the
instances of highest body sway synchrony between
participants occurred during transitions from one joint
decision-making sequence to a next.

While the fusion or unifying of agency between two or more
individuals may thus characterize the emergence of joint decisions,
the fission or dividing of agency is the inverse of this, and it may be
associated with outcomes other than joint decisions (see Enfield,
2013; Arundale, 2020). Previous research has shown that public
displays of physical bodily engagement are an essential part of
managing agency and participation (e.g., Scheflen, 1972; Kendon,
1990; Goodwin and Goodwin, 2004). Physical bodily engagement
reflects, constructs, and manifests the extent to which a person is
willing to invest in the social action underway both affectively and
cognitively. While agency and participation may thus be argued to
have a bodily correlate, the exact ways in which the participants
may use their bodies to manage participation are varied. As has
been pointed out by Enfield (2013), “body movements of various
kinds that would not normally be regarded as gesture—e.g., shifting
in one’s chair—also tend to be temporally regulated in some way
with relevance to the speech, with diagrammatic relevance to
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discourse structure” (p. 66). What seems to be relevant in
determining whether the embodied features of the delivery of
a positive ihan assessment steer the interpretation of the
utterance toward an interpersonal fusion or fission is the
gestalt constituted by these features. Are the participants
moving together, as in Extracts 6–8 (fusion)? Or are there
notable asymmetries between the participants in this respect,
with one participant extensively moving and/or the other
avoiding all visible movement altogether, as in Extracts 2–5
(fission)?

As pointed out above, the present findings are also consistent with
previous conversation-analytic research, which has shown that
conceding to a unilateral decision is not always interactionally an
easy task but may involve specific displays of agency (see e.g., Kent,
2012; Stevanovic and Peräkylä, 2012; Ekberg and LeCouteur, 2015;
Stevanovic and Monzoni, 2016; Keevallik, 2017b; Ekberg and
LeCouteur, 2020). In line with what has been suggested
previously, I argue that these specific displays of agency may also
involve various “solo body movements”. However, what has been
discussed less in the literature so far, is the potential affordance of a
“movement freeze” to modify the interactional import of an
assessment. It is the task of future research to consider whether
this resourcemight work in an analogous way also in activity contexts
other than joint decision making.

As this study has highlighted, social interaction is not only about
organizing utterances and embodied behaviors into chains of
initiating and responsive actions (Schegloff, 2007), but it is also
more generally about the management of participation (Goffman,
1981; Rae, 2001) and agency (Kockelman, 2007; Enfield, 2011). More
specifically, the analysis has shown that the relative decision-
implicativeness of the three different multimodal action packages
surrounding a positive ihan assessment is largely based on the degree
of fission vs. fusion between the two participants, as to how they
position themselves toward each other and to the proposal “in the
air”. As a key aspect of the continuously changing “local ecology of
action” (Mondada, 2014a; Mondada, 2014b), the degree of fission vs.
fusion between the participants provides them with a temporarily
available set of resources to accept ideas in principle, to concede to an
already-made plan and to establish a joint decision, while the degree
of fission vs. fusion is also reconstructed, negotiated or maintained by
each new contribution in the unfolding action or activity. When
considered through this conceptual lens, the multitude of forms that
participants’ bodily behaviors can take may be grasped as
instantiations of specific more comprehensive gestalts, whose
interactional import may then be subjected to systematic analysis.

The analysis of this paper has demonstrated one way in which
grammar and the body interact. They act synchronously, with
embodied conduct augmenting and differentiating the
interactional corollaries of a precise grammatical construction.
In addition, the paper has advocated a view that is consistent with
both the perspective of functional linguistics, which
acknowledges social and interpersonal concerns as central for
understanding language (Keevallik, 2018), and the recent

conversation-analytically informed theorizing on the basic
connections between action formation and social relations
(e.g., Heritage, 2013; Clayman and Heritage, 2014; Stevanovic
and Peräkylä, 2014; Stevanovic, 2018). In this vein, the paper
suggests that the ways in which participants are momentarily
related toward each other and to the action or activity underway
may also be considered as part of the structures of language use
and thus also as part of the phenomenal field generally called
“grammar”. As has been pointed out by Goffman (1981), “we
quite routinely ritualize participation frameworks . . . in linguistic
terms, we not only embed utterances, we embed interaction
arrangements” (p. 153). What is needed therefore is a
systematic investigation of these interaction arrangements as
they reflect and translate into the moment-by-moment
relational dynamics between the participants and manifest in
their uses of both language and body.
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